Remote Idle Gateway
By focusing on the unique needs of each customer,
Central Railway Manufacturing has worked with
leaders in the freight transportation industry to turn
their energy management visions into a reality.

Remote Idle Gateway
Central Railway Manufacturing’s portfolio includes
RIG, which provides the capability to remotely set
the throttles of any number of trailing locomotives in
a multiple unit consist to idle. In this mode, RIG is a
cost-effective approach to saving fuel and reducing
emissions as part of a flexible yet cohesive energy
management strategy.

Based on TAG technology…
echnology…

Fuel savings at your fingertips…
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This allows individual throttle control of each
locomotive in the multiple unit consist.

For applications without an on-board network, RIG
can be deployed with Central Railway Manufacturing’s
Engineer Assist Screen. EAS is designed specifically
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The TAG-based technology in RIG has been fieldproven with New York Air Brake’s revolutionary
LEADER™ freight train energy management system.
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time train-line signals such as the throttles and
dynamic brake with an intuitive display.
For ease of installation, RIG is available with LSI rack
or wall mounting options.
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